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The Apostle: Adm inistration

The Old Apostolie Chtrrch
Private Bag X9
DURBANV]LLE

7551

Dear $posth,
OAC NEWSLETTER OF 2 AUGUST 20111

The purpose of this letter is to register The FORUlvfs displeasure

a! and vehement obleetkm to,
what should be regarded as the deliberate misleading/deception of the Church (members and
officers) by the relevant executive officials at the Western Cape Regional Headquarters of the Old
Apostolic Church (OAC). This time, it is felt, the executive has not only overstepped the limits of
probity and fitness for purpose, but also set the stage for a possible appeal for their dismissal.
The FORUM ig concerned about the extreme nature of a statement contained in a report to
congregations by Head Office in its newsletter of 2 August 2011, amounting to feedback on the
outcome of legal action taken against the Church by two claimants some time ago; developments,
members and officers were deliberately kept in the dark about and also willfully deterred from
paying attention to media reports and discussions with the so-called enemies of the Church. The
matter at issue in this letter refers to the following extract: 'The leaderchip af the Charch
welcomes the decision ond is pleosed that the findings of the investigations thot were carried out by
twa independent chartered accountonts as mandated by the Apostolote of South Africa were rotified
by the decision of Government not to pursue the motter

furthef

Deception
Now, any sane and well-intentioned person would know that the Government of South Africa has
never ever been involved in the household affairs of the OAC, and is not likely to do so for the
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future. Therefore, the forthright question is: what motivates an executive to inform
the Church (its employer) that their actions have been ratified by a decision of Government? lt is
foreseeable

not only a gross insult to the intelligence of members and officers, but also calls into question the
bona fides of the author{s) who had stooped so low just to score a cheap round. The term
subterfuge would be a euphemism in this case. Given the odds facing the executive in the Western
Cape as far as protest action and titigation are concerne4 this sturt by them should he regarded as
proof of a blatantly calculated attempt by them at deceiving the Church (members and officers) by
creating the impression among the masses that the Government was on the side of the OAC and
therefore the relevant claimants/plaintiffs, as well The FORUM and related others, must be wrong.
Competent executives will always find ingenious ways of earning accolades, but this stupidity by
Head Office is a serious error of judgment which reflects poorly on their fitness for purpose as far as
serving the best interests of the Church are concerned. This is disinformation at its brilliant best. lt is

beyond pardon.

lt is unconscionable. lt

is the kind of deed for which honourable leaders would

usually fall on their own swords; failing which, they would be dishonourably discharged/impeached

or executed.
This,grim and distasteful scenanio is exaeerbated by the fact that the executive operates in terms of a

church constitution that excludes members/congregations from having a meaningful say in the
running of the affairs of their own church. They are voiceless, voteless and their officers scared into
submission by the ominous prevailing threat of arbitrary removal from office, a scenario that often
conjures up flashes of the dark side medieval church life. Governance in the OAC lacks transparency,
accountability, no reeourse to arbitratio* for victims of unfair treatment and the abuse of power by

officers. The administration of the OAC falls far short of the democratic approach to governance as
dictated by the constitution of the country. This latest public relations disaster by Head Office,
merely vindicates ttre persistent principled appeal by The FORUM for constitutional and
administrative reform in the OAC. lnvoking the name and authority of Government in its web of
intrigue, is nothing short of perpetrating a b{atant lie. lf congregatlons/mernbers had ful}
participation in the administration of their church, the executive offlcials responsible for this ruse
would have been on their knees by now begging for their career lives. No wonder they and other
power brokers are averse to administrative reform in the Church.
Church

What makes a solution to these developments even more compelling is the fact that lt is a church
that we are talking abut. Not lust another church, but the hallowed Old Apostolic Church. The
church for which men and women have to walk the streets and beat down doors on Monday and
Thursday evenings to bring the good news to the world. The church that claims to be the sole
custodian of the keys to heaven, and therefore life in Christ. With its leadership apparently
submerged almost up to their ears in the exclusive management of the money and power politics of
the Church, it is an open question as to how much time is left in a day for their real purpose on earth
- minlstering the gospel of Christ and soul salvation to the human race in a complex modern world.
Gorernment

And if the leadership of the OAC were to be taken at their word regarding the "decision by
Gorrernment'', The FORUM should perhaps conskler approaehkrg the Cabinet of Presielent Zuma for
clarification. lf compelled to do so, The FORUM would. Such an initiative would of course instantly
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propel The FORUM lnto a far more advantageous realm from where to do battle withthe leadership.
It would also give The FORUM the much-needed legitimacy to engage confidently with state organs
such as the Commission for Human Rights, as well as the South African Council of Churches in order

to plead its case for the liberation of the disenfranchised and oppressed members of the OAC. And
what would stop this issue from mushrooming into a national, if not international nightmare for the
OAC? As The FORUM has often indicated in the past, time is not on the side of an OAC teadersNp
that doggedly clings to an undemocatic approach to governing the Church. lf the current
generation of members do not solve the OAC issues while there is still peace, our children will surely
be faced with a volatile situation. How does scripture phrases it? "He who loves his life, shall forfeit

if,.
Th€ FORUM maintains that this unwarranted astion by the executive in the Western Cape is a
serious transgression, calling for stern rebuke. The buck stops at the doors of the Regional
Seoetary and the Apostle: Administration. lf it is to be construed as a mistake, itwould be too grave
a mistake by the incumbents especially in light of the slew of alleged other serious mistakes chalked
up by them recently. And if it proves to be the result of deliberate and willful action, the
irnplhations for continued tenure of offrce bV thern are too ghastly to contemplate. [f reasonable
grounds for their dismissal have evaded top management until now, The FORUM believes that the
appointed hour is presenting itself now. And as The FORUM has cautioned in its letter of 24 August
2011, it is usually unforeseen or innocuous issues/events (such as the ostensibly innocent newsletter
iteml that often triggers the process for dramatic action or precipitous change; not necessarily the

grand initiatives and strategies by pressure grorys sueh

as The FORUM.

Treacherous
r

The ease against them is further compounded by the fact that they are not renowned for being
amenable to the reform and transformation of the administrative environment in the OAC. lnstead,
their actions generally depict a propensity for zealously maintaining the status quo. Although the
public domain was saturated by media reports about legal action taken against the OAC, Head
Office chose to keep the Church (members and officers) in the dark about developments and went
even as far as instructkrg officers to deter members from reaeling the relevant newspapers or shun
contact with the relevant "dissidenf members and a group such as The FORUM. And after having
successfully kept members and officers ignorant about these issues and consequently preying on

their gullibility,

it

is disingenuous of the executive to ovenrhelm them now with misleading
(disinformation) details about an issue they know nothing about, or a discussion they have been
deliberately excluded from all along. These aetions display elements of treachery.

The FORUM hereby formally appeals to top management to arrest the situation in the Western
Cape. Since this latest escapade by the executive seerns to fit a behavior pattern that have beeome
discernible over the last two or three years, The FORUM is adamant that nothing short of decisive
action by top management is required. lt is not only the Church that is at the receiving end of their
actions, but now also Government. What if The FORUM and other formations were to pursue the

matter with Government? A slap on the wrist would be unmistakable evidence of how top
management should be viewed as far as serving th€ b€st interests of the Chureh are coneern€d. lt is
becoming clearer by the day that a new executive is required to deal with the challenges facing the
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in the Western Cape Regron. The Church can ill-afford more management disasters to

eventually force its hand.
Serisus
This is a serious

matter. A serious transgression committed by senior executives who command

serious pay packages for acting against the best interests of the Church. Transformation, growth and

development are the priorities that should be dominating the agendas of meetings and conferences,
as well as the work schedules of executive officials. The Church can no longer afford to be held
hostage by the questionable work performance of executives who fail to inspire confidence as the
business leaders of the Church. The FORUM therefore has no hesitation giving notice that it is not
going to ta&e this developme*t tying down. tssuing threats 1s beyond the stature and integrrty of The
FORUM and its members, but Head office should realize that there are a variety of channels down
which the resolution of this issue may be navigated.

Apolqy
ln

a civilized envirorunent, corRrnon decerrcy and the ethics

o

of publi€ administratkrn will distate that:

The relevant offensive statement contained in the Newsletter of 2 August 2011 be formally
(also publicly| retracted by Head Office

o An apology in this

regard

be formally

extended

by Head ffice to

the

congregations/members

o

That appropriate corrective measures be seen to be taken by Head Office against the
official(s) in question.

,
Members of The FORUM always pride themselves on the fa€t that the OAC comprises a body of
civilized and self-respecting human beings. And therefore it is trusted that appeals such as this one

will be accommodated in that same context.
Sincerel

W

Blouws

CHAIRPERSON

(former &erseer)

